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Thought leader and seasoned executive, Eric Christianson is the CEO of Nutrient Survival, a disruptive end-to-end food 
and beverage nutrition tech company based in Reno-Tahoe, Nevada.  Born at the start of the pandemic, Nutrient 
Survival redefines survival food with its patented top shelf, delicious, Special Ops grade nutrition.  Designed to exceed 
the nutritional standards of the US military, but intended for people like us. †

Prior to joining the company, Christianson worked for over two decades with Fortune 500 and privately held packaged 
goods companies building strong consumer brands, launching breakthrough innovation, and driving radical growth. 
Christianson brings valuable corporate insight combined with industry and consumer knowledge to the Nutrient 
Survival team.

Prior to joining Nutrient Survival, Christianson successfully led popular national branded food and beverage portfolios 
at parent companies including Procter & Gamble, Campbell Soup Company, and Perdue Farms. Under his leadership, 
iconic brands such as Perdue chicken, Campbell’s soup, V8 vegetable juice, Jif peanut butter, Pace salsa and Prego 
pasta sauce gained unsurpassed recognition and marketplace impact in the packaged food industry.  In addition, 
Christianson orchestrated market introductions of breakthrough innovation, bringing new brands onto the scene 
including Perdue Chicken Plus (first plant and chicken blend), Campbell’s Slow Kettle (first shelf-stable premium 
soup), and Perdue Simply Smart Organics (first mainstream accessible organic chicken).

As part of Nutrient Survival’s successful market strategy, Christianson and his team created the "Feed Your Freedom™" 
movement, empowering Americans the freedom to take action to protect what they love with unsurpassed nutrition and 
delicious food to keep them healthy, strong and alert. Perfect for today. Ready for anything tomorrow. Whether 
adventuring, exploring, passing down traditions, or simply being smart and keeping your priorities and plans in order, 
the movement encourages everyone to prepare with proper nutrition.

Christianson's skills, knowledge, and experiences in the corporate and marketing world, have paved the way for him to 
be a highly sought after thought leader and industry expert. He has appeared on numerous media channels engaging in 
deep conversations about goal setting strategies, creating successful businesses, brand marketing to targeted 
demographics and building a strong connection with consumers and food.

Prior to joining corporate America, Christianson served in the U.S. Army with duty assignments including 5/87 Light 
Infantry in the Panama Canal Zone and with the prestigious 101st Airborne Division. He is qualified Ranger, Airborne, 
Air Assault, and for his military achievements, the West Point graduate received numerous commendations and awards 
during his years of service as a junior military officer. He graduated with distinguished honors from West Point and was 
commissioned an officer in the Field Artillery. He earned his MBA and graduated with honors from Xavier University.

Christianson met and married his wife Eny (Caballero) in Panama during his first overseas assignment. They have been 
blessed with two children, Tyler and Lia. Tyler currently attends the University of Notre Dame and represented Panama 
in swimming at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games. They reside in Reno, nestled in the beautiful foothills of the Sierra 
Nevada.
† Meals designed using the nutritional standards specified in Department of Defense pubs AR 40-25/OPNAVINST 10110.1/MCO 10110.49/AFI 44–141 for Restricted Rations, those rations intended for use on special operations 
missions. Meals meet or exceed standards for 23 nutrients on a per calorie basis. Neither the US Armed Forces nor the US Federal Government has approved, endorsed or authorized this product.
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